ABORIGINAL POPULATIONS.
See: INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.

ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

ACCOUNTING.
See also: ACCOUNTS.
AUDITING.
COSTS.
RESERVE ASSETS.
---Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)

ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING.
See also: ACCOUNTING.
AUDITING.

ACCOUNTING RESERVES.
See: RESERVE ASSETS.

ACCOUNTS.
See also: ACCOUNTING.
BUDGET.
FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.
---United Nations Population Fund: financial, budgetary and administrative matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

ADMINISTRATION.
See also: FINANCING.
---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

ADVISORY SERVICES.
See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AFRICA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AFRICA—DISASTER RELIEF.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AFRICA—ECODEVELOPMENT.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AFRICA—ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AFRICA—EXTERNAL DEBT.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

AGENDA.
---Agenda. DP/DEC/92/12 (000012)
---Provisional agenda. DP/DEC/92/46 (000046)
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)
---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)
---Venue and sessions of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/41 (000041)

---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

AID COORDINATION.
See also: AID PROGRAMMES.
COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.
---Administrator's report: proposals for reform: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/13 (000013)
---Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015)

AID FINANCING.
See also: AID PROGRAMMES.
CO-FINANCING.
---Assistance to the Palestinian people. DP/DEC/92/21 (000021)
---United Nations Development Programme Gulf Task Force. DP/DEC/92/5 (000005)

AID PROGRAMMES.
See also: AID COORDINATION.
AID FINANCING.
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
DISASTER RELIEF.
EMERGENCY RELIEF.
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
---Assistance to the Palestinian people. DP/DEC/92/21 (000021)

AIDS PREVENTION.
---Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

APPOINTMENT OF OFFICIALS.
See also: TOP ECHelon STAFF.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
ARAB COUNTRIES.
See also: BAHRAIN.
SOMALIA.
SUDAN.

ARABS.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

ARID ZONES.
See also: DESERTIFICATION.

ARMENIA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

ARMENIA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

ARMENIA—FIELD OFFICES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

ARMENIA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)
----Matters relating to the programming
cycles : [UNDP] : Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of
Moldova, the Russian Federation,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/
29 (000029)

ASSESSMENTS.
See: BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.

AUDITING.
See also: ACCOUNTING.
----Audit reports : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38
(000038)
----United Nations Population Fund : financial, budgetary and administrative
matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

AZERBAIJAN—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

AZERBAIJAN—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

AZERBAIJAN—FIELD OFFICES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

AZERBAIJAN—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)
----Matters relating to the programming
cycles : [UNDP] : Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of
Moldova, the Russian Federation,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/
29 (000029)

BAHRAIN—FIELD OFFICES.
----Net contributor status : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/
92/6 (000006)

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT.

BALKAN REGION.
See also: YUGOSLAVIA.

BALTIC SEA REGION.
See also: ESTONIA.
GERMANY.
LATVIA.
LITHUANIA.

BASIC NEEDS.
See also: POVERTY.

BELARUS—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

BELARUS—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)
BELARUS--FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

BELARUS--INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

BIRTH CONTROL.
See also: CONTRACEPTION.

BONN (GERMANY)--LOCATION OF OFFICES.
---Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044)

BUDGET.
See also: ACCOUNTS.
BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991 : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
---Matters relating to the 4th and 5th programming cycles : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/30 (000030)
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

BUDGET DEFICITS.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

BUDGET ESTIMATES.
See: BUDGET.

BUDGET PERFORMANCE.
See also: BUDGET.

BUDGETARY POLICY.

BUDGETING.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

BUREAUCRACY.
See also: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.

BURMA.
See: MYANMAR.

BUSINESS.
See also: ACCOUNTING.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP.

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE BRANCHES.
See also: DECENTRALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT.

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES.
See also: ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT.
See also: ENTREPRENEURSHIP.

BYELORUSSIAN SSR.
See: BELARUS.

CALENDAR OF MEETINGS.
---Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/47 (000047)

CASH MANAGEMENT.
See also: ACCOUNTING.

CENTRAL ASIA.
See also: KAZAKHSTAN.
KYRGYZSTAN.
TURKMENISTAN.
UZBEKISTAN.

CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY.
See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS.
See also: JOB CLASSIFICATION.

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT.
See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

CO-FINANCING.
See also: PROJECT FINANCE.
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)
---United Nations Population Fund : financial, budgetary and administrative matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

COMMERCIAL LAW.
See also: CONTRACTS.
| COMMON MARKET. | See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION. |
| COMMON SERVICES. | See also: ADMINISTRATION. |
| COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES. | See also: ARMENIA. AZERBAIJAN. BELARUS. KAZAKHSTAN. KYRGYZSTAN. RUSSIAN FEDERATION. TURKMENISTAN. UKRAINE. UZBEKISTAN. |
| CONFERENCE AND MEETING SERVICES. | See also: ADMINISTRATION. CALENDAR OF MEETINGS. |
| CONFERENCES. | See also: CALENDAR OF MEETINGS. |
| CONSULTATIONS. | |
| ---Programme approach : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023) |
| ---Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044) |
| CONTINGENCY FUNDS. | See also: BUDGET. FINANCING. |
| CONTRACEPTION. | See also: CONTRACEPTIVES. |
| ---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032) |
| CONTRACEPTIVE METHODS. | See: CONTRACEPTION. |
| CONTRACEPTIVES. | See also: CONTRACEPTION. |
| ---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032) |
| CONTRACT LABOUR. | See also: LABOUR CONTRACTS. |
| CONTRACTS. | See also: DOCUMENTS. LABOUR CONTRACTS. |
| ---Audit reports : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038) |
| CONTRACTUAL SERVICES. | See also: CONTRACTS. |
| CONTRIBUTIONS. | See: BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS. |
| COOPERATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS. | See also: INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION. LIAISON OFFICES. |
| ---Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014) |
| ---Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015) |
| COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM. | See also: AID COORDINATION. INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION. RESIDENT COORDINATORS. |
| ---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043) |
| ---Administrator's report : proposals for reform : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/13 (000013) |
| ---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016) |
| ---Humanitarian programmes : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020) |
| ---Private sector in development : the role of the United Nations Development Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017) |
| ---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035) |
| CORPORATION LAW. | See also: PRIVATE ENTERPRISES. |
| CORPORATION RESERVES. | See: RESERVE ASSETS. |
| COST EFFECTIVENESS. | See also: COSTS. |
| COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS. | See also: COST EFFECTIVENESS. COSTS. EVALUATION. PROJECT EVALUATION. |
| COSTS. | See also: ACCOUNTING. COST EFFECTIVENESS. SUPPORT COSTS. |
| ---Net contributor status : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/6 (000006) |
| COUNTERPART FUNDS. | See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE. |
COUNTRY AGREEMENTS.
See also: COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.

COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
See also: INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
PROGRAMME PRIORITIES.

Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26 (000026)

Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10 (000010)

Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)

Programme approach: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)

UNDP programme in former Yugoslavia. DP/DEC/92/27 (000027)

United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

CREDITWORTHINESS.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT.

CROATS.
See also: YUGOSLAVIA.

CROSS-ORGANIZATIONAL PROGRAMME ANALYSES.
See also: COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.
PROGRAMME PLANNING.

CURRENCY INSTABILITY.
See also: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.

CURRENCY REALIGNMENTS.
See also: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.

CUSTODY OF FUNDS.
See also: ADMINISTRATION.
FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.
FUNDS.
TRUST FUNDS.

CUSTOMS UNIONS.
See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

CYCLONES.
Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

DEBT.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT.

DECENTRALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT.
National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

DEFICIT FINANCING.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

DELIVERY OF GOODS.
See also: CONTRACTS.

DEMOGRAPHY.
See also: POPULATION.

DEPRECIATION.
See also: ACCOUNTING.
RESERVE ASSETS.

DESERTIFICATION.
Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
Administrator's report: proposals for reform: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/13 (000013)
Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26 (000026)
Assistance to the Palestinian people. DP/DEC/92/21 (000021)
Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)
Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)
---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP]: Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

---Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

---United Nations Development Programme
Gulf Task Force. DP/DEC/92/5 (000005)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE.
See also: AID FINANCING.
DEVELOPMENT.
DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS.
PROJECT FINANCE.
RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS.
---Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015)

DEVELOPMENT INDICATORS.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

DISASTER MITIGATION.
See: DISASTER PREVENTION.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
See also: DISASTER PREVENTION.

DISASTER PREVENTION.
See also: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
DROUGHT CONTROL.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

DISASTER PREVENTION.
See also: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
DROUGHT CONTROL.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

DISASTER RELIEF.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

DISASTER RELIEF.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

DISASTER VICTIMS.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.

DISASTER-PRONE AREAS.
See also: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
DISASTER PREVENTION.

DISASTERS.
See also: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
DISASTER PREVENTION.
DISASTER RELIEF.

DISCRIMINATION.
See also: INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.

DISEASE PREVENTION.
See also: AIDS PREVENTION.

DISPLACED PERSONS.
See also: HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.

DJIBOUTI-REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.
---Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

DOCUMENTATION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.

DOCUMENTS.
See also: AGENDA.
REPORT PREPARATION.
---Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)
---Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/45 (000045)
---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)

DOCUMENTS DISTRIBUTION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.

DOCUMENTS LIMITATION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.

DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENT SERVICE.
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

DROUGHT.
See also: DESERTIFICATION.
DROUGHT CONTROL.

DROUGHT CONTROL.
See also: DISASTER PREVENTION.
---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

DROUGHT-PRONE AREAS.
See also: DESERTIFICATION.
DUTY STATIONS.
   See also: FIELD OFFICES.
   LOCATION OF OFFICES.

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS.
   See also: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.
   DISASTER PREVENTION.

EARTHQUAKE PREDICTION.
   See also: DISASTER PREVENTION.

EAST AFRICA.
   See also: ETHIOPIA.
   KENYA.
   MALAWI.
   SOMALIA.
   ZAMBIA.

EASTERN EUROPE.
   See also: BELARUS.
   ESTONIA.
   LATVIA.
   LITHUANIA.
   RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
   UKRAINE.

ECODEVELOPMENT.
   See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
   ---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)
   ---Humanitarian programmes. [UNDP].
   DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
   ---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s.
   DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)
   ---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.
   See: DEVELOPMENT.

ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.
   See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
   HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
   RECONSTRUCTION.

ECONOMIC COOPERATION.
   See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

ECONOMIC COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
   See also: REGIONAL COOPERATION.
   TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
   See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
   ---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s.
   DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

ECONOMIC POLICY.
   See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.
   ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
   RESOURCES ALLOCATION.

ECONOMIC UNIONS.
   See: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

ECONOMY MEASURES.
   See also: STAFF REDUCTION.

ECOTECHNOLOGY.
   See: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.
   See also: TRAINING PROGRAMMES.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES.
   See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
   EMERGENCY RELIEF.

EMERGENCY RELIEF.
   See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
   HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
   ---Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya,
   Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000016)
   ---Humanitarian programmes. [UNDP].
   DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
   ---Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (00011)
   ---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000135)

EMERGENCY SHELTER.
   See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
   EMERGENCY RELIEF.

EMPLOYEE DISMISSAL.
   See also: STAFF REDUCTION.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES.
   See also: RECRUITMENT.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
   ---Private sector in development: the role
   of the United Nations Development Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017)

ENVIRONMENT.
   See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.
   See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.
   ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
   ---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)
   ---United Nations Development Programme
   Gulf Task Force. DP/DEC/92/5 (000005)
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY.
See: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND PRODUCTS.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
====Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY.
See also: RECRUITMENT.

ESTONIA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

ESTONIA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
====Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

ESTONIA—FIELD OFFICES.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
====Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

ESTONIA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

ETHIOPIA—FOOD SECURITY.
====Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

EVALUATION.
See also: PROGRAMME EVALUATION. PROJECT EVALUATION.
====United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

EVALUATION RESEARCH.
See also: EVALUATION.

EXCHANGE RATES.
See: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.

EXECUTING AGENCIES.
See also: NATIONAL EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
====Audit reports : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)

EXTERNAL DEBT.
====New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

EXTRABUDGETARY FINANCING.
See also: BUDGET.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

EXTRABUDGETARY RESOURCES.
See: EXTRABUDGETARY FINANCING.

FAMILY ENTERPRISES.
See also: PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.

FAMILY HEALTH.
See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

FAMILY PLANNING.
See also: CONTRACEPTION. FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.

FAMILY PLANNING POLICY.
See also: FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.

FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.
====United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

FIELD OFFICES.
See also: OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES. RESIDENT COORDINATORS.
====Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
====Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)
FINANCING.
See also: ADMINISTRATION.
BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
EXTRABUDGETARY FINANCING.
FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.
FUNDS.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION.

---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991 : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)

---Matters relating to the 4th and 5th programming cycles : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/30 (000030)

---Matters relating to the 4th and 5th programming cycles : [UNDP]: follow-up to decision 91/29 of 25 June 1991. DP/DEC/92/31 (000031)

---Net contributor status : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/6 (000006)

---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/9 (000009)

---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

---United Nations Population Fund : financial, budgetary and administrative matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

FISCAL POLICY.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

FLOOD CONTROL.
See also: DISASTER PREVENTION.

FOCAL POINTS.
See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

FOOD.
See also: FOOD SECURITY.

FOOD SECURITY.
---Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.
---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991 : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)

---National execution and agency support costs : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)

FOREIGN LOANS.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT.

FREE TRADE AREAS.
See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

FRONT-LINE STATES.
See also: REGIONAL COOPERATION.
FUND-RAISING.
See also: FINANCING.

FUNDS.
See also: FINANCING.
TRUST FUNDS.
----United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

GERMANY–LOCATION OF OFFICES.
----Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044)

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY.
----Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

GLOBAL PROGRAMMES.
See also: INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
----Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10 (000010)
----Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

----Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)

GLOBAL WARMING.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

GOVERNMENT BUDGETING.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

GOVERNMENT EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.
See: NATIONAL EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.

GRASS ROOTS DEVELOPMENT.
See: POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

GROUP DYNAMICS.
See also: POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

GUIDELINES.
----National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
----Programme approach: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)
----Status of management services: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/39 (000039)

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE PROGRAMME APPROACH (DRAFT).
----Programme approach: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)

GULF CRISIS.
See: IRAQ-KUWAIT SITUATION.

GULF STATES.
See also: BAHRAIN.

HEALTH CENTRES.
See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

HIGH-LEVEL STAFF.
See: TOP ECHELON STAFF.

HUMAN CAPITAL.
See: HUMAN RESOURCES.

HUMAN RESOURCES.
See also: RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.
STAFFING.
----United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
See also: REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.
----Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
----UNDP programme in former Yugoslavia. DP/DEC/92/27 (000027)
----United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION.
See also: EMERGENCY RELIEF.
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.

INCOME DISTRIBUTION.
See also: POVERTY.

INCOME SOURCES.
See also: BUDGET.

INDIAN OCEAN REGION.
See also: AFRICA.

INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
See also: COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
PROJECT FINANCE.
----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)
----Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26 (000026)
----Matters relating to the programming cycles: [UNDP]: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/29 (000029)
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Matters relating to the 4th and 5th programming cycles: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/30 (000030)
National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
Net contributor status: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/6 (000006)

INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.
International Year for the World's Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT.
See also: DECENTRALIZATION IN MANAGEMENT.

INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE. TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

INDUSTRIALIZATION.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

INFORMATION CENTRES.
See also: PUBLIC INFORMATION.

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION.
See also: PUBLIC INFORMATION.

INFORMATION EXCHANGE.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
See also: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.

INFORMATION TRANSFER.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

INSTITUTIONAL MACHINERY.
Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION.
See also: COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)
Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015)
Private sector in development: the role of the United Nations Development Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017)
United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
See also: COUNTRY PROGRAMMES. GLOBAL PROGRAMMES. INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES. PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT. REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.

Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

INTERDEPENDENCE.
See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL BODIES.
See also: FUNDS. SUBSIDIARY BODIES.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS.
See also: EXECUTING AGENCIES. INSTITUTIONAL MACHINERY. LIAISON OFFICES.

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE.
See: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.
See also: COOPERATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS. DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE. INTERNATIONAL YEARS. RECONSTRUCTION. REGIONAL COOPERATION. TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

INTERNATIONAL DAYS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL YEARS.

INTERNATIONAL DECADES.
See also: INTERNATIONAL YEARS.

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
See: DEVELOPMENT.

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.
See also: COOPERATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS.
INTERNATIONAL RELIEF.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
EMERGENCY RELIEF.
HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES.
See also: AID PROGRAMMES.
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

INTERNATIONAL WEEKS.
See also: INTERNATIONAL YEARS.

---International Year for the World’s Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)

INTERNATIONAL YEARS.
---International Year for the World’s Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)

INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
See also: GLOBAL PROGRAMMES.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
---Country, intercountry and global programmes : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10 (000010)

INTRAREGIONAL TRADE.
See also: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

INVENTIONS.
See also: TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.

IRAQ.
See also: IRAQ-KUWAIT SITUATION.

IRAQ-KUWAIT SITUATION.
---United Nations Development Programme Gulf Task Force. DP/DEC/92/5 (000005)

ISRAEL.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

JOB ANALYSIS.
See also: JOB CLASSIFICATION.

JOB CLASSIFICATION.

KAZAKHSTAN—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

KAZAKHSTAN—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

KAZAKHSTAN—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

KAZAKHSTAN—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
---Matters relating to the programming cycles : [UNDP] : Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Russian Federation, Moldova, the Republic of Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/29 (000029)

KENYA—REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.
---Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

KUWAIT.
See also: IRAQ-KUWAIT SITUATION.

KYRGYZSTAN—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

KYRGYZSTAN—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

KYRGYZSTAN—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
KYRGYZSTAN—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
   ----Matters relating to the programming cycles : [UNDP] : Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/29 (000029)

LABOUR CONTRACTS.
   ----Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1992-1993 : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/37 (000037)

LABOUR LAW.
   See also: LABOUR CONTRACTS.

LAND RIGHTS.
   See also: INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.

LATVIA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

LATVIA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
   ----Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

LATVIA—FIELD OFFICES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
   ----Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

LATVIA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

LEASURES.
   See also: CONTRACTS.

LIABILITY.
   See also: CONTRACTS.

LIAISON OFFICES.
   See also: COOPERATION BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS.
   ----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

LITHUANIA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

LITHUANIA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
   ----Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

LITHUANIA—FIELD OFFICES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
   ----Preparations for the 5th programming cycle : [UNDP] : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

LITHUANIA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
   ----Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

LOCATION OF OFFICES.
   ----Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044)

LOW WASTE TECHNOLOGY.
   See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.

MALAWI—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
   ----Country, intercountry and global programmes : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)
MANAGEMENT.
See also: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
MANAGEMENT SERVICES.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING.
See also: MANAGEMENT SERVICES.

MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS.
See also: MANAGEMENT SERVICES.

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT.
See also: ENTREPRENEURSHIP.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
See also: RESOURCES ALLOCATION.
----Revised budget estimates for the
37 (000037)

MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
See also: PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
----Revised budget estimates for the
37 (000037)
----Status of management services: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/39 (000039)

MANAGERS.
See also: TOP ECHelon STAFF.

MANPOWER.
See also: POPULATION.

MANPOWER PLANNING.
See also: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.
----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/
92/32 (000032)

MATERNAL HEALTH SERVICES.
See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

MATERNAL WELFARE.
See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

MEDIUM-TERM PLAN.
See also: BUDGET.

MEMBERS.
See also: PARTICIPANTS.

MIDDLE EAST.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

MIGRATION.
See also: RETURN MIGRATION.

MIGRATION POLICY.
See also: RETURN MIGRATION.

MINORITIES.
See also: INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS.

MIXED ENTERPRISES.
See also: PRIVATE SECTOR.

MODEL CONTRACTS.
See also: CONTRACTS.

MOLDOVA.
See: REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA.

MORTGAGES.
See also: CONTRACTS.

MULTIPLE CURRENCY PRACTICES.
See also: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.

MYANMAR--COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
----Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26
(000026)

MYANMAR--DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26
(000026)

MYANMAR--INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
----Assistance to Myanmar. DP/DEC/92/26
(000026)

NATIONAL BUDGETS.
See also: BUDGET.

NATIONAL EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.
See also: EXECUTING AGENCIES.
----National execution and agency support
costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/
92/32 (000032)
----United Nations technical cooperation
activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

NATURAL RESOURCES.
See also: HUMAN RESOURCES.

NATURAL RESOURCES POLICY.
See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.

NATURE CONSERVATION.
See also: DROUGHT CONTROL.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
See also: CONTRACTS.

NEGOTIATION.
See also: CONSULTATIONS.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS.
See also: EXECUTING AGENCIES.
LIAISON OFFICES.
NORTH AFRICA.
See also: SUDAN.

NORTHEAST AFRICA.
See also: ETHIOPIA.
SOMALIA.

OBLIGATIONS.
See also: CONTRACTS.

OBsolete ACTIVITIES.
See also: PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
PROGRAMME PLANNING.

OCEANIA—CYCLOM.S.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

OCEANIA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

OCEANIA—RECONSTRUCTION.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS DISASTER RELIEF COORDINATOR.
----Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
See also: FIELD OFFICES.
RESIDENT COORDINATORS.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
----Administrator's report: proposals for reform: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/13 (000013)

OPTIMUM POPULATION.
See also: POPULATION.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.
----Senior management structure: [UNDP].
DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
See also: FIELD OFFICES.
INSTITUTIONAL MACHINERY.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.

OUTER LIMITS.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

OVERHEAD COSTS.
See: SUPPORT COSTS.

OZONE LAYER.
See also: ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

PACIFIC ISLANDS.
See: OCEANIA.

PALESTINE QUESTION.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

PALESTINE REFUGEES.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

PALESTINIAN UPRISING.
See also: PALESTINIANS.

PALESTINIANS.
----Assistance to the Palestinian people. DP/DEC/92/21 (000021)

PARTICIPANTS.
----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

PATENTS.
See also: DOCUMENTS.

PATTERN OF CONFERENCES.
See: CALENDAR OF MEETINGS.

PEACE DIVIDEND.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE.
See also: REGIONAL COOPERATION.

PENSION FUNDS.
See also: TRUST FUNDS.

PERsIAN GULF REGION.
See also: IRAQ-KUWAIT SITUATION.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT.
See also: ADMINISTRATION.
JOB CLASSIFICATION.
RECRUITMENT.
STAFFING.

PHARMACEUTICALS.
See also: CONTRACEPTIVES.

PLEDGES.
See: BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.

PLEDGING CONFERENCES.
See also: AID FINANCING.
BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION.
See also: POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

POLLUTION CONTROL.
See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.
POLLUTION FREE TECHNOLOGY.
  See: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

POPULAR PARTICIPATION.
  ----Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/
       acquired immune deficiency syndrome
       (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)

POPULATION.
  See also: POPULATION PROGRAMMES.
  ----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

POPULATION ASPECTS.
  See also: POPULATION.

POPULATION CENSUSES.
  See also: POPULATION.

POPULATION CONTROL.
  See also: FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.

POPULATION POLICY.
  See also: POPULATION PROGRAMMES.

POPULATION PROGRAMMES.
  See also: FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.

POPULATION SIZE.
  See also: POPULATION.

POVERTY.
  ----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

POVERTY MITIGATION.
  See also: POVERTY.

PREDISASTER PLANNING.
  See: DISASTER PREPAREDNESS.

PRE-INVESTMENT STUDIES.
  See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

PRENATAL CARE.
  See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
  See also: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH.

PRICES.
  See also: COSTS.

PRINCIPLES.
  See also: GUIDELINES.

PRIORITY COUNTRIES.
  See: PROGRAMME PRIORITIES.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.
  See also: PRIVATE SECTOR.

  ----Private sector in development: the role
      of the United Nations Development
      Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017)

PRIVATE SECTOR.
  See also: PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.

  ----Private sector in development: the role
      of the United Nations Development
      Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017)

PRIVATIZATION.
  See also: PRIVATE ENTERPRISES.

PROGRAMME BUDGETING.
  See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.

PROGRAMME EVALUATION.
  See also: PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION.

  ----Programme approach: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)

  ----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

PROGRAMME EXPENDITURES.
  See also: PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.

  ----Country, intercountry and global
      programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10
      (000010)

PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
  See also: COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.

  INTERCOUNTRY PROGRAMMES.

  INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES.

  PROGRAMME EVALUATION.

  PROGRAMME EXPENDITURES.

  PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION.

  PROGRAMME PLANNING.

  PROGRAMME PRIORITIES.

  PROJECT MANAGEMENT.

  REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.

  ----Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38
      (000038)

  ----Country, intercountry and global
      programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10
      (000010)
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---Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)
---Programme approach : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)
---Special programme resources : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)
---United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

---International Year for the World’s Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE.
See: PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION.

PROGRAMME PLANNING.
See also: PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

PROGRAMME PRI ORITIES.
See also: COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

PROGRAMME SUPPORT COSTS.
See: SUPPORT COSTS.

PROGRAMMES OF ACTION.
See also: GUIDELINES.

PROJECT EVALUATION.
See also: PROGRAMME EVALUATION.
PROJECT MONITORING.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
---Evaluation. DP/DEC/92/24 (000024)
---National execution and agency support costs : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
---Programme approach : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)

PROJECT EVALUATION AND REVIEW TECHNIQUE.
See also: PROJECT EVALUATION.

PROJECT EXPENDITURES.
See also: PROGRAMME EXPENDITURES.
PROJECT FINANCE.

PROJECT FINANCE.
See also: CO-FINANCING.
INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION.
TRUST FUNDS.
---National execution and agency support costs : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
---Special programme resources : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)

PROJECT FOLLOW-UP.
See: PROJECT MONITORING.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION.
See also: NATIONAL EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION.
PROJECT EVALUATION.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
PROJECT MONITORING.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION BY GOVERNMENTS.
See: NATIONAL EXECUTION OF PROJECTS.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT.
See also: EXECUTING AGENCIES.
MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---National execution and agency support costs : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)

PROJECT MONITORING.
See also: PROJECT EVALUATION.
---National execution and agency support costs : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
---Programme approach : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)

PROPAGANDA.
See also: PUBLIC INFORMATION.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
See also: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.

PUBLIC DEBT.
See also: EXTERNAL DEBT.

PUBLIC INFORMATION.
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

PUBLIC RELATIONS.
See also: PUBLIC INFORMATION.

PUBLIC SECTOR.
See also: PRIVATE SECTOR.

PUBLIC WELFARE.
See also: POVERTY.
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PUBLICATIONS.
See also: DOCUMENTS.

PURCHASING.
See also: DOCUMENTS.
---National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)

PURCHASING POWER.
See also: FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES.

QUALITY CONTROL.
See also: STANDARDS.

RATIONING.
See also: RESOURCES ALLOCATION.

REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

RECONSTRUCTION.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
  DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
---Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)

RECRUITMENT.
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.
---Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP].
  DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

REFUGEE CAMPS.
See also: REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

REFUGEES.
See also: REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

REGIONAL COMMISSIONS.
See also: REGIONAL COOPERATION.

REGIONAL COOPERATION.
---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.
See: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

REGIONAL INTEGRATION.
See: ECONOMIC INTEGRATION.

REGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
See also: INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMMES.
  PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

RELIEF CORRIDORS.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
  EMERGENCY RELIEF.
  HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

RELIEF TRANSPORT.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
  EMERGENCY RELIEF.
  HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

RELOCATION OF OFFICES.
See: LOCATION OF OFFICES.

REPORT PREPARATION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

RELIEF TRANSPORT.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
  EMERGENCY RELIEF.
  HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

RELOCATION OF OFFICES.
See: LOCATION OF OFFICES.

REPORT PREPARATION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

RELIEF TRANSPORT.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
  EMERGENCY RELIEF.
  HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

RELIEF TRANSPORT.
See also: DISASTER RELIEF.
  EMERGENCY RELIEF.
  HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
  REFUGEE ASSISTANCE.

REPORT PREPARATION.
See also: DOCUMENTS.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)

REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
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REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
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REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
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REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
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REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
See also: DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.

REAL RESOURCES TRANSFER.
RESERVOS.
See also: DROUGHT CONTROL.

RESETTLEMENT.
See also: RETURN MIGRATION.

RESIDENT COORDINATORS.
See also: COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.
FIELD OFFICES.
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
----Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)

RESOURCES ALLOCATION.
See also: FINANCING.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
PROJECT FINANCE.
RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.
STAFFING.
----Matters relating to the 4th and 5th
programming cycles : [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/
30 (000030)

RESOURCES MOBILIZATION.
See also: HUMAN RESOURCES.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION.
----Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/
16 (000016)
----New Agenda for the Development of Africa
in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)
----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/
92/32 (000032)

RETURN MIGRATION.
----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/
4 (000004)

RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.

RIGHTS TO FOOD.
See also: FOOD SECURITY.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.
See also: ADMINISTRATION.
FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.

RUSSIAN FEDERATION–COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

RUSSIAN FEDERATION–DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

RUSSIAN FEDERATION–FIELD OFFICES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)

RUSSIAN FEDERATION–INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
----Activities of the United Nations
Development Programme in the Baltic
States and the Commonwealth of
Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43
(000043)
----Matters relating to the programming
cycles : [UNDP] : Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of
Moldova, the Russian Federation,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/
29 (000029)

SAMOA–CYCLONES.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/
11 (000011)

SAMOA–DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/
11 (000011)

SAMOA–EMERGENCY RELIEF.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/
11 (000011)

SAMOA–RECONSTRUCTION.
----Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/
11 (000011)

SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION.
See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

SECTORAL SUPPORT.
See also: OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

SELF-HELP.
See also: POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

SERBS.
See also: YUGOSLAVIA.

SMALL GRANTS.
See also: PROJECT FINANCE.
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
See: DEVELOPMENT.

SOCIAL CHANGE.
See also: ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE.

SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF ADJUSTMENT STUDY.
----Special programme resources: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)

SOCIAL JUSTICE.
See also: POVERTY.

SOCIAL PARTICIPATION.
See: POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
See also: POVERTY.

SOMALIA–EMERGENCY RELIEF.
----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS.
See: OCEANIA.

SOUTHEAST ASIA.
See also: MYANMAR.

SOUTHERN EUROPE.
See also: YUGOSLAVIA.

SPECIAL ACCOUNTS.
See also: TRUST FUNDS.

SPECIAL MISSIONS.
See also: HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES.
See also: COORDINATION WITHIN UN SYSTEM.

SPECIFICATIONS.
See also: STANDARDS.

STAFF REDUCTION.
See also: STAFFING.
----Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1992-1993: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/37 (000037)

STAFFING.
See also: HUMAN RESOURCES.
RESOURCES ALLOCATION.
STAFF REDUCTION.
----Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
----Revised budget estimates for the biennium 1992-1993: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/37 (000037)

STANDARDIZATION.
See also: STANDARDS.

STANDARDIZED TERMS OF CONTRACT.
See also: CONTRACTS.

STANDARDS.
----Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)

STORMS.
See also: CYCLONES.

SUBSIDIARY BODIES.
----Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/47 (000047)

SUDAN–EMERGENCY RELIEF.
----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

SUDANO-SAHELIAN REGION.
See also: DESERTIFICATION.
ETHIOPIA.
KENYA.
SOMALIA.
SUDAN.

SUPPORT COST REIMBURSEMENT.
See also: PROJECT FINANCE.
SUPPORT COSTS.
----Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
----National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)

SUPPORT COSTS.
----Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
----National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE.
See also: ECODEVELOPMENT.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.
See: ECODEVELOPMENT.

TARGET POPULATION.
See also: FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMMES.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.
See: TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION.
See also: AID PROGRAMMES.
DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
PROJECT EVALUATION.
TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)
---Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015)
---United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

TECHNICAL COOPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

TECHNICAL FIELD ADVISERS.
See also: TECHNICAL COOPERATION.

TECHNOLOGY.
See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER.
See also: ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

TENDERING.
See also: CONTRACTS.

TOP ECHelon STAFF.
---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS.
See also: TRAINING PROGRAMMES.

TRAINING PROGRAMMES.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
---National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

TROPICAL STORMS.
See also: CYCLONES.

TRUST FUNDS.
See also: PROJECT FINANCE.
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

TRUSTS.
See also: TRUST FUNDS.

TURKMENISTAN—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

TURKMENISTAN—DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

TURKMENISTAN—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

TURKMENISTAN—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

---Matters relating to the programming cycles: [UNDP]: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. DP/DEC/92/29 (000029)

UKRAINE—COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP]: Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

UKRAINE—FIELD OFFICES.
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)
---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP]: Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

**UKRAINE—INDICATIVE PLANNING FIGURES.**
---Activities of the United Nations Development Programme in the Baltic States and the Commonwealth of Independent States. DP/DEC/92/43 (000043)

**UKRAINIAN SSR.**
See: UKRAINE.

**UN—ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.**
---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

**UN. BOARD OF AUDITORS.**
---Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)

**UN. DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.**
---United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

**UN. DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS.**
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

**UN. DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL COOPERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT.**
---United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

**UN. JOINT CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON POLICY.**
---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
---Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)

**UN CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT (1992: RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL).**
---Environment and development. DP/DEC/92/16 (000016)

**UN CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT (1992: RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL). AD HOC SECRETARIAT.**
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

**UN NEW AGENDA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICA IN THE 1990S (1991).**
---New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s. DP/DEC/92/19 (000019)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers—Financing. DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)

---Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)

---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

---International Year for the World's Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)

---Multilateral coordination and complementarity. DP/DEC/92/15 (000015)

---Private sector in development: the role of the United Nations Development Programme. DP/DEC/92/17 (000017)

---Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044)

---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
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---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers—Financing. DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)
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---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

---United Nations Volunteers—Financing. DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)
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---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

---International Year for the World's Indigenous People. DP/DEC/92/18 (000018)
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---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)

---Matters relating to the 4th and 5th programming cycles: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/30 (000030)
---Net contributor status: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/6 (000006)
---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/9 (000009)
---Special programme resources: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)

UNDP—ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE.
---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

UNDP—PERSONNEL QUESTIONS.

UNDP—PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---Assistance to the Palestinian people. DP/DEC/92/21 (000021)
---Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)
---Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10 (000010)
---Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)
---Evaluation. DP/DEC/92/24 (000024)
---National execution and agency support costs: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/22 (000022)
---Programme approach: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/23 (000023)
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)
---Special programme resources: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)
---UNDP programme in former Yugoslavia. DP/DEC/92/27 (000027)
---United Nations technical cooperation activities. DP/DEC/92/34 (000034)

UNDP—WORK PROGRAMME.
---Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

---Country programming and mid-term reviews. DP/DEC/92/28 (000028)
---Preparations for the 5th programming cycle: [UNDP]: Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Ukraine. DP/DEC/92/8 (000008)

UNDP. CENTRAL EVALUATION OFFICE.
---Evaluation. DP/DEC/92/24 (000024)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL—AGENDA.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)

---Future sessions of the Governing Council and its subsidiary bodies: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/47 (000047)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL—WORK ORGANIZATION.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)
---Venue and sessions of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/41 (000041)
---Venue of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/3 (000003)

---Other reports and documents considered by the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/45 (000045)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (39TH SESS. :1992 : GENEVA)—AGENDA.
---Agenda. DP/DEC/92/12 (000012)
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2 (000002)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (39TH SESS. :1992 : GENEVA)—WORK ORGANIZATION.
---Agenda. DP/DEC/92/12 (000012)
---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)

---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (39TH SESS. :1992 : GENEVA). STANDING COMMITTEE FOR PROGRAMME MATTERS—AGENDA.
---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)
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UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (40TH SESS. : 1993 : NEW YORK)—AGENDA.
---Rationalization of the work of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/2
(000002)
---Venue and sessions of the Governing Council: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/41 (000041)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (40TH SESS. : 1993 : NEW YORK)—BUDGETARY AND
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
---Financial regulations: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/40 (000040)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (1992, SPECIAL SESS. : NEW YORK)—WORK ORGANIZATION.
---Schedule of meetings of the Governing Council in 1992 and other organizational
matters: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/1 (000001)

UNDP. GOVERNING COUNCIL (1993, ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING : NEW YORK)—AGENDA.
---Provisional agenda. DP/DEC/92/46 (000046)

UNDP. GULF TASK FORCE.
---United Nations Development Programme Gulf Task Force. DP/DEC/92/5 (000005)

UNDP. INTER-AGENCY PROCUREMENT SERVICES OFFICE.

UNDP. OFFICE FOR PROJECT SERVICES.
---Audit reports: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/38 (000038)
---Senior management structure: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/42 (000042)

UNDP. SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF ADJUSTMENT.
---Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)

UNDP FINANCIAL REGULATIONS.
---Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)
---Financial regulations: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/40 (000040)

UNDP SPECIAL PROGRAMME RESOURCES.
---Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/25 (000025)
---Special assistance to Samoa. DP/DEC/92/11 (000011)
---Special programme resources: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/7 (000007)
---United Nations Volunteers. DP/DEC/92/35 (000035)

UNFPA.
---Proposal concerning the location of the United Nations Development Programme and
United Nations Population Fund headquarters. DP/DEC/92/44 (000044)

---United Nations Population Fund: financial, budgetary and administrative
matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

UNFPA—BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS.
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

UNFPA—FINANCING.
---United Nations Population Fund: financial, budgetary and administrative
matters. DP/DEC/92/33 (000033)

---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

UNFPA—PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT.
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

UNICEF.
---Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)
---United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

USSR.
See also: ARMENIA.
AZERBAIJAN.
BELARUS.
ESTONIA.
KAZAKHSTAN.
KYRGYZSTAN.
LATVIA.
LITHUANIA.
RUSSIAN FEDERATION.
TURKMENISTAN.
UKRAINE.
UZBEKISTAN.
See: SAMOA.

WHO.
-----Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). DP/DEC/92/14 (000014)
-----United Nations Population Fund. DP/DEC/92/32 (000032)

WMO.
-----Annual review of the financial situation, 1991: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/36 (000036)

WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT.
See also: DEVELOPMENT.
POPULAR PARTICIPATION.

WORK ORGANIZATION.
See also: AGENDA.

WORK PROGRAMME.
See also: PROGRAMME PLANNING.
PROGRAMME PRIORITIES.

WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME.
-----Humanitarian programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/20 (000020)

YEMEN--EMERGENCY RELIEF.
-----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

YEMEN--RETURN MIGRATION.
-----Assistance to Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia, the Sudan and Yemen. DP/DEC/92/4 (000004)

YOUTH.
See also: INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY SERVICES.

YUGOSLAVIA--COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
-----UNDP programme in former Yugoslavia. DP/DEC/92/27 (000027)

YUGOSLAVIA--HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.
-----UNDP programme in former Yugoslavia. DP/DEC/92/27 (000027)

ZAMBIA--COUNTRY PROGRAMMES.
-----Country, intercountry and global programmes: [UNDP]. DP/DEC/92/10 (000010)

ZERO BASE BUDGETING.
See also: BUDGETARY POLICY.